BAD DAY

AND THE MAGIC IS [A] LOST [G]
[Bm] THEY TELL ME YOUR [A] BLUE SKIES FADE TO [G] GREY
THEY TELL ME YOUR [D] PASSION'S GONE A-[Em]-WAY
AND I DON'T NEED NO CARRYING [A] ON

[Bm] YOU TELL ME YOUR [A] LIFE'S BEEN WAY OFF [G] LINE
YOU'RE FALLING TO [D] PIECES EVERY [Em] TIME
AND I DON'T NEED NO CARRYING [A] ON

CHORUS:
[A] 'CAUSE YOU HAD A BAD [D] DAY,
YOU'RE TAKING ONE [G] DOWN
YOU SING A SAD [Em] SONG JUST TO TURN IT A-[A]-ROUND
YOU SAY YOU DON'T [D] KNOW, YOU TELL ME DON'T [G] LIE
YOU'RE COMING BACK [G] DOWN,
AND YOU REALLY DON'T [D] MIND, YOU HAD A BAD [Em] DAY,

[A] YOU HAD A BAD [D] DAY [G] [A] [G] [D] [G] [A] [G]

[Bm] WELL YOU NEED A [A] BLUE SKY HOLI-[G]-DAY
THE POINT IS THEY [D] LAUGH AT WHAT YOU [Em] SAY
AND I DON'T NEED NO CARRYING [A] ON

CHORUS

[F] SOMETIMES THE SYSTEM GOES ON THE BLINK,
AND THE [Bb] WHOLE THING TURNS OUT WRONG
YOU [F] MIGHT NOT MAKE IT BACK AND YOU KNOW
THAT YOU COULD [Bb] BE WELL, OH THAT STRONG
AND I'M NOT [A] WRONG { YEAH, YEAH, YEAH, YEAH}

[D] WHERE IS THE [G] PASSION


[A] 'CAUSE YOU HAD A BAD [D] DAY,
YOU'RE TAKING ONE [G] DOWN
YOU SING A SAD [Em] SONG JUST TO TURN IT A-[A]-ROUND
YOU SAY YOU DON'T [D] KNOW, YOU TELL ME DON'T [G] LIE
YOU HAD A BAD [Bm] DAY, YOU'VE SEEN WHAT YOU [A] LIKE
HOW DOES IT [G] FEEL FOR ONE MORE [D] TIME?
YOU HAD A BAD [Em] DAY [A]
YOU HAD A BAD [D] DAY [G] [Em] [A]
YOU HAD A BAD [D] DAY [G] [Em] [A]
YOU HAD A BAD [D] DAY [G] [Em] [A]
YOU HAD A BAD [D] DAY